COMPETITION IMPROVEMENT PLAN

(NATIONAL EVENTS)

What is a competition review and why is
it necessary?
“The objective of the competition
review is to scientifically analyze
the competition calendar to find out
that there is enough time to induce
significant adaptations, proper taper
and recovery and to have enough
time to induce further adaptations
before the next competition.
The competition calendar should
be based on human biology,
physiology, skill acquisition and
psychology. Randomly selected
competition will inhibit optimal
training and performance. I am
very pleased with the direction

A competition review is an in-depth analysis of how, when, why and
for whom we conduct competition, and how each element impacts
the development of our athletes and international performance.
Sport Canada requires that all national sport federations undergo
a competition review to ensure alignment with both development
and high performance plans. More than 40 sports have already
completed their review. Swimming Canada’s commenced after a
recent reorganization of our sport department.
Swimming Canada has completed the first phase of our review,
which evaluated our national competition structure, and the key
results are outlined in this document. The second phase will review
the competition structure at the provincial and developmental levels.
This document outlines some of the bigger changes, what’s
behind them, and what the next steps will be. For further
information, or for access to the full review document, please
email questions@swimming.ca

Swimming Canada is heading with
this new competition structure.”
- Istvan Balyi, Sport for Life
Society - LTAD expert

Why change the competition structure?
Over the past three years, Swimming Canada has made many
positive changes at all levels of the organization. The timing of this
competition review fit perfectly with a recent alignment of our sport
department as we look towards 2020 and 2024. It speaks to both
our intent to improve everything we do in Canadian swimming, and
our need to improve at a faster rate than the rest of the world.
We intend to continue leading philosophical and practical changes
to bring provinces, clubs and coaches together to work towards
improved national team performances and a better overall sport
system. The ultimate goal is a fully integrated approach from the
provincial level through to our national development team program
all the way up to the highest standards of performance.
In order to achieve the results as laid out in Swimming Canada’s
Strategic Plan (Top 6 total medal producing nation at the Olympic
and Paralympic Games in 2020) we believe that a well-planned
and aligned competition system for Swimming Canada is
absolutely necessary.
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What was the process?

Key goals of this review:

Led by High Performance Director John Atkinson, this
review included sport science and technical leaders
from across Canada. Over a period of months, the group
reviewed all elements of our national competitions in detail
and the sport science behind it. In addition to Swimming
Canada staff, we would like to thank the following people
for the time and energy they put into this process:

Although many improvement areas in Canadian
swimming performance have been identified through
extensive research and analysis, two main issues are
being addressed by this review:

Mike Flegel, Swim BC
Mark Perry, Swim Alberta
Aaron Maszko, Swim Saskatchewan
Darin Muma, Swim Ontario
Michel Berube, FNQ
Lance Cansdale, Swim Nova Scotia & research consultant
Chris Hindmarch-Watson, CSCTA
Dr. Istvan Balyi, LTAD expert

Solution: To align the swim season nationally to
encourage peak performance at the right times and
allow for valuable training blocks.

This will be an ongoing process. In addition to the
next step of reviewing the competition structure at the
provincial and developmental levels, we will also review
these national event changes to evaluate their impact.

“I’m pleased to see the direction
that Swimming Canada is
taking with our older swimmers,
emphasizing long-course racing
when it matters most.”
- Mike Flegel, ChPC, Provincial
Performance Director, Swim BC

Gap #1: Too much competition, with swimmers resting
too many times and interrupting key training blocks.

Gap #2: Lack of depth/overall weakness in the
400-metre events and above, combined with general
lack of swimmers capable of multi-event performance.
Solution: Create a swimming season that will allow
the valuable training time required for middle-distance
and multi-event performance. Emphasize peak
performance at targeted points in the season with
the right event selection.

KEY CHANGES
Use of long-course qualifying times
only at national competitions
Rationale: All major international competitions are longcourse and in order to develop fierce competitors in the
50m pool, all national level swimmers must qualify for
national events with long-course qualification times.
Key points:
•	Beginning in 2017, only long-course times are eligible
for qualification into Swimming Canada events.
•	Provincial meets may still use short-course qualifying
times for their events.
•	This long-course only strategy is meant for national
level swimmers. Provincial programs can still use
short-course competitions and standards.
•	Swimming Canada will be reviewing the impact of
this and other elements of the competition review.

Creation of peak performance windows
in March/April and July/August
Rationale: Swimmers have been resting and competing
too many times, causing interruptions in key training
blocks. Avoiding tapers and shaves at the wrong time
of the year is critical to our future success at all levels.
Key points:
•	All major international competitions traditionally take
place in these peak performance windows.
•	National emphasis will be on aiming for peak
performance twice per year in March/April and July/
August and allowing for proper blocks of training.
•	For 2017 and 2018 (as we phase the peak
performance windows in slowly), long-course times
from any meets can be used, regardless of date.
•	This season structure will allow for longer,
uninterrupted training blocks.

•	The intention is that beginning in 2019, qualifications
for national competitions will be allowed only from
meets that occurred in the peak performance
windows within the qualification period.
•	Competition is still encouraged outside of these peak
performance windows, but as part of training rather
than results-focused.
•	The short-course season will typically end in
December, will not contain a peak performance
window and therefore will not have incentives
for swimmers to fully rest/shave for short-course
competitions.
•	This peak performance window emphasis is meant
for swimmers at the national level.

Eastern & Western Championships
move to April from February
Rationale: In keeping with the peak performance
windows, these regional championships will now
be run in mid-April. This will encourage developing
national level swimmers to learn to perform at the right
time of year and allow for a longer post-Christmas
training block.
Key points:
•	Beginning in 2017, these regional championships will
be held two weeks following Trials. This frees up their
previous February dates for uninterrupted training
block and/or “preparation meets” without resting.
•	These meets will now play a bigger role in our
peak performance period, including an opportunity
for clubs to qualify relays for the Canadian Junior
Championships.
•	These meets will offer two age categories: Female
15-and-under, Female 16-and-over, Male 16-andunder, Male 17-and-over
•	New time standards have been created for this event.
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KEY CHANGES
Creation of a youth qualifying standard
for Canadian Trials
Rationale: Our Canadian selection trials in April are the
key selection moment not just for our national senior
teams each year, but also for key youth and junior team
initiatives. In order to (a) ensure the youth and junior
selection process has a robust pool to choose from
and (b) provide valuable experience to top developing
swimmers, an entry standard for 14-15 Female and
15-16 Male has been created.
Key points:
•	Age for these standards will be as of December 31 in
the year of competition.
•	These times are in place for entry into the 2017 Trials.
•	These standards were based on the top 10 swimmers
in each Olympic event for these age categories.

Changing Canadian Age Group
Championships into the Canadian
Junior Championships
Rationale: To offer a top quality national competition
for our top youth and junior aged swimmers. The
Canadian Junior Championships will be a somewhat
smaller, more targeted meet than the current Age Group
Championships. Swimmers who no longer qualify for
the junior national meet due to age or performance will
help make the provincial championships more robust
and competitive.
Key points:
•	The Canadian Junior Championships will begin in the
2016-17 season and will replace the Canadian Age
Group Championships.
•	Age categories will be Girls 13-14 and 15-17, and
Boys 14-16 and 17-18
•	Time standards have been created for this meet
using the same formula of a 5-year average as was
used for the old CAGC standards.

•	Eligible relay teams must qualify at any longcourse meet in the March/April 2017 peak
performance window.

Targeted placement of the stroke 50
events (Fly, Back and Breast).
Rationale: Development and performance of athletes
in Olympic events is the priority, however 50m stroke
events will be maintained in most Swimming Canada
competitions such as Eastern/Western Championships,
Trials (when appropriate) and Canadian Championships,
but not the Canadian Junior Championships. Provincial
sections can also maintain these events. For maturing
athletes the focus should be on middle distance events,
with the ability for athletes to swim down to speed
events and up to endurance events (i.e. the Olympic
program). Swimming speed is developed in the daily
training environment with the coach/athlete tandem
working together to develop technical skills and stroke
efficiency with speed.
Key points:
•	Stroke 50s will still be offered in the Trials (when
warranted by the summer international competition),
Canadian Championships and Eastern and Western
Championships, but only through open/senior
qualifying times (no age standards).
•	If a junior swimmer has the senior qualification
time they can swim the 50m stroke events in these
championships.
•	Stroke 50s will not be offered at the Canadian Junior
Championships.
•	Swimmers can still get experience racing these
events in identified competitions.

Emphasis on relays
Rationale: Relays are a key component of our high
performance plan and a great way to develop depth in
our program.
Key points:
•	Olympic relays and mixed relay events, will continue
to play a key role at all national championships
except Trials.
•	Heats and finals for relays will be executed at some
national events to provide the experience to the
appropriate level of swimmer.
•	The requirement of relay qualification to compete
at the Canadian Junior Championships will add
emphasis and excitement to these events at
Provincial Championships and the Eastern and
Western Championships

“During this past quadrennial, On Track times
introduced a high performance pathway to
Canadian swimming. In the upcoming quadrennial,
changes to the competition schedule will help to
enhance the high performance pathway as young
athletes learn to train for a competitive window and
perform on demand. In my experience every time
Canadian coaches are challenged with change
and forced to adapt we rise to the occasion and
swimming in this country benefits. I fully embrace
the changes made by Swimming Canada and
welcome the opportunity that this will bring to
strengthen the high performance pathway.”
- Ryan Mallette, Head Coach, Swimming Canada
High Performance Centre - Victoria/Entraîneurchef, Centre de haute performance - Victoria,
Natation Canada
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OPEN WATER PROGRAM

NEXT STEPS

•	Swimming Canada has identified core strategies to
develop our Open Water Program for 2017-2020.
Staffing from a Swimming Canada perspective will
be considered to support this.
•	The open water strategy will be complemented
by our distance swimming development strategy.
Our talented endurance-based athletes should be
exposed to performance open water swimming
because it is different from long distance swimming.
We will look to coordinate camps for open water
and distance swimming and will direct talented
swimmers with endurance capabilities to both
distance swimming and open water swimming.
•	This fits our ultimate philosophy of developing all age
group athletes as 400-m swimmers who can swim
up into longer distances and down into sprint events
as they mature.

•	The next phase of the competition review will
take place after the 2016 Olympic and Paralympic
Games.
•	Swimming Canada will reconvene with provincial
partners and sport science experts as we continue
to review the competition structure for age group
and provincial-level swimming.

“Having completed the thorough review process, I am
confident that we can work together to implement
a groundbreaking and world-leading competition
program to continue to develop Canadian swimming
through Tokyo 2020 and beyond.”
- Mark Perry, Provincial Mentor Coach, Swim Alberta

PARALYMPIC PROGRAM
•	In general, all changes such as the peak performance
windows, elimination of short-course qualifying times,
etc., will also be implemented in Para-swimming.
•	The current CAN-AM Para-swimming competition
will be a championship when in the peak
performance window, and an “Open Invitational”
when outside of the window.
•	Swimming Canada will continue to work with
provincial sections to offer more competitions
open to Para-swimmers, with more events in those
peak performance windows available to post
qualifying times.

“The competition review process was very
collaborative and cooperative from beginning to
end. Discussions at times proved to be thought
provoking and the need for significant change to
the competition programming was very evident.
I think these changes are encouraging for the
future success of Canadian swimming.”
- Darin Muma, Interim Executive Director &
Performance Programs Manager, Swim Ontario
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MOVING FORWARD

“The competition review addresses
our desire in our strategic plan to be
a world leading nation in swimming.
This plan will help us move forward

Change can be challenging, but it can also be exciting
and present tremendous opportunity. Refreshing
Swimming Canada’s national events is crucial to
our future success in becoming a world-leading
swimming nation.

For further information, or for access to the full review
document, please email questions@swimming.ca

When making changes such as these it is critical to
monitor their effectiveness continually. Swimming
Canada will evaluate the changes on an ongoing basis
and make adjustments as necessary. The improvement
we need to meet our goals as a nation dictates that
we make the most of every opportunity, maximize our
assets and work together as a community to build
a stronger, faster and deeper pool of swimmers to
represent Canada.

proper skill development and training. By having

“By having a Canadian peak performance
window, performances will be an outcome of

to address some gaps, celebrate
where we are strong and lift us up
to the next level.”
- Ahmed El-Awadi, CEO,
Swimming Canada

the same competitive framework across the
country, planning, developing and performing
will all be part of a pathway to excellence in
Canadian swimming.”
- Michel Bérubé, Directeur performance-relève et
développement, Fédération de natation du Québec

“A well-constructed, well-communicated
plan to align Canada’s competition
calendar as a means to better support
performance development.”
- Aaron Maszko, MASc, BEd, ChPC,
Provincial Mentor Coach, Swim
Saskatchewan
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